
AMK Services is looking for talented
and motivated individuals who wish
to have a career in the Private Radio
industry. We provide and service vital
infrastructure of communication
systems used by Police, Fire, EMA
and 9-1-1 Communications Centers,
in addition to the Energy Industry,
Military and more. AMK personnel
install, maintain and design IP-based
Land Mobile Radio, Microwave/Fiber
Optic Network, Emergency
Dispatching, and Video Surveillance
Systems, as well as many new,
cutting-edge technologies. 

We  provide formal training as well as
extensive on-the-job training and
offers a position that will be based
out of our Lexington, KY or Fishers,
IN offices. AMK Services also
provides you the opportunity to
travel throughout the United States.

We offer full benefits, exciting travel
opportunities and the chance to have
a lifetime career working with Land
Mobile Radio systems throughout the
area as well as the US and Canada.

ABOUT US
Perform mechanical and electrical installation work
on Radio communications systems and vehicles.
Work involves installation and testing of L3 Harris
P25 Radios. This position will require travel across
the U.S., work under general supervision with
moderate latitude for the use of initiative and
independent judgment. This position will require
travel, all normal travel expenses will be reimbursed
on top of salary. There will be opportunities to move
into a system technician position for those that
show initiative.
Install and test mobile and portable radios,
electronic sirens, emergency lighting systems,
mobile video systems and computer equipment
Install various types of electrical cabling to include,
power cables, data cables and coaxial cables
Test operational capabilities of mobile installations
Program mobile, portable, and fixed radio
equipment
Perform on call emergency repair services

WORK OVERVIEW

INSTALLATION
TECHNICIAN

High School Diploma or equivalent.
Must be proficient with tools and techniques
related to installation of equipment into various
vehicles. 
Must have solid mechanical skills and possess a
positive, self-motivated personality with the ability
to communicate and network with various groups
of people inside and outside the company and co-
workers. 
Must be able to pass a background check and
urinalysis.
 Must be willing to travel and present a positive,
mature image. 
This position will require travel throughout the U.S.
and may require being on call 24/7 from time to
time.

REQUIREMENTS

FOR YOUR START TO AN EXCITING
CAREER, PLEASE CONTACT US AT
EMPLOYMENT@AMK-SERVICES.COM
OR CALL US AT 317-231-5631 

mailto:employment@amk-services.com

